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Abstract— We consider the problem of investing

in a portfolio in order to track or “beat” a given

benchmark. We study this problem from the point of

view of almost sure/pathwise optimality. We first obtain

a control that is optimal in the mean and this control

is then shown to be also pathwise optimal. The stan-

dard Merton model leads to lognormality of the value

process so that it does not possess the required ergodic

properties. We obtain ergodicity by transforming the

process so that it remains bounded thereby using a

method that can be related to a random time change.

We furthermore describe a general approach to solve

the HJB equation corresponding to the given problem

setup.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

We consider a problem from institutional

money management, where the objective of the in-

vestor/money manager is that of tracking or, better,

outperforming a given stochastic benchmark; the

benchmark may be an index process such as the

S&P 500 index, it may however also represent other

economic quantities such as the value process of a

non traded asset like the inflation or the exchange

rate. Typically we shall assume that the investor may

invest in a certain number of risky assets in addition

to a non risky one and letXπ
t denote the investor’s

wealth at time t corresponding to an investment

strategyπ. The benchmark process will be denoted

by Yt and we shall make the realistic assumption

that it is not perfectly correlated with the investment

opportunities so that the investor cannot completely

control his risk (the market is incomplete).

This portfolio problem, that is sometimes also

calledactive portfolio management, has been studied

by various authors and here we refer in particular to

[2]. As in [2] we shall consider as relevant state vari-

able the ratioZπ
t := Xπ

t Y −1
t of the investor’s wealth

to the benchmark. A natural way to proceed (see

again [2]) is then to consider the processZπ
t up to the

exit from a bounded domain and choose as objective

the minimization of the discounted expected loss that

penalizes the deviation ofZπ
t from the constant1 in

the case of “benchmark tracking” and the amount by

whichZπ
t falls below1 in the case when the objective

is that of “beating the benchmark”.

While the classical criteria such as the one

described above are criteria in the mean, namely they



involve expected values of costs/losses, in this paper

we aim at a stronger form of criterion, more precisely

that of a.s.-optimality (see e.g. [8], [7], [6], [9])

that may in fact be quite appropriate for benchmark

tracking/beating. The a.s.-optimality criteria in use

concern an infinite horizon, which may still make

sense in economic/financial applications every time

an investor makes his plans over a long horizon. To

keep matters simple in this first attempt to apply

an a.s.criterion to an investment problem, we shall

consider here only symmetric cost functions, i.e. we

shall only consider thebenchmark trackingproblem,

thereby penalizing symmetrically both over- and un-

dershoots ofZπ
t with respect to1. An economically

more meaningful asymmetric cost function that pe-

nalizes only undershoots/shortfalls and corresponds

to the typicalbenchmark beating/outperformingcan

still be dealt with in our approach, but at the expense

of less analytical tractability.

More precisely, the aim is to find an investment

strategy π∗ such that for the corresponding ratio

process we haveZπ∗
t ≈ 1. Define

JT (π) :=
∫ T

0

c (Zπ
t ) dt (1)

where, using a penalization by the quadratic deviation

of Zπ
t from 1, one would takec(z) = (z − 1)2. De-

noting byPπ the measure induced by the investment

strategyπ (being interested in an infinite horizon,

we shall not make explicit the dependence on the

initial value of Zπ
t ), the criterion of almost sure

optimality/pathwise optimality is roughly as follows

(for a more detailed discussion see subsection II-B

below). Given strategiesπ and π∗, let Pπ∗,π be a

measure havingPπ∗ and Pπ as marginals and let

g : [0,∞) → [0,∞) be a nondecreasing function

with limT→∞ g(T ) = 0. The control strategyπ∗ is

then said to be a.s.g−optimal if, for all admissible

π and all coupling measuresPπ∗,π, one has that

lim
T→∞

g(T ) [JT (π∗)− JT (π)]+ = 0 , Pπ∗,π − a.s.

(2)

where[·]+ denotes the positive part of its argument.

The standard way of approaching a problem

with the criterion of a.s.g−optimality is (see [9])

to consider a corresponding criterion of optimality

in the mean, which in our case becomes

λπ = lim sup
T→∞

1
T

Eπ

{∫ T

0

c (Zπ
t ) dt

}
−→ min (3)

and to investigate when the mean-optimal control is

also a.s./pathwise optimal and this will also be our

approach here.

For the standard market models, namely those

that that go back to Merton ([5]), the price pro-

cesses are geometric Brownian motions (lognormal

processes) so that already for simple strategiesπ

the value ofλπ in (3) above becomes infinite. Here

comes now our main methodological contribution in

this paper : we modify the dynamics of the process

Zπ
t so that it becomes a.s. bounded (in a large

domain) and still maintains the main characteris-

tics corresponding to lognormal models. Given our

ergodic criterion, this cannot be accomplished by

simply stopping the process upon exit from a given

compact set. Here we change instead suitably the

drift and diffusion coefficients, which under certain

assumptions can also be interpreted as a random

time change and by which the controlled process is

increasingly slowed down as it gets closer and closer

to a given boundary. An interesting aspect that turns

out in this context is that the optimal control and

the solution of the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (HJB)

equation do not depend on the particular choice of the

random time change. With the thus modified process

Zπ
t we shall not only obtain the right ergodic behav-

ior in order to make the mean-optimality criterion (3)

meaningful, but it will furthermore allow us to show

that the mean-optimal control is also a.s.g−optimal.

A final methodological aspect of this paper

concerns the problem of solving the HJB equation

associated to the given (infinite-horizon) stochastic

control problem with the criterion of optimality in the
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mean. More precisely, denoting byLπ the generator

of the processZπ
t that is controlled by the strategy

πt and lettingc(z) be our instantaneous cost function

that we assume to be bounded from below (e.g.

c(z) = (z − 1)2), the infinite-horizon criterion of

optimality in the mean leads to solving (see section

III-A below)

λ = inf
π

[Lπφ(z) + c(z)] = Lπ∗φ(z) + c(z) (4)

for π∗, φ(·) and λ. Assuming that an optimal min-

imizing π∗ can be found, the remaining problem

is then to find, for givenLπ and c, the pair λ

and φ(z). The traditional way is to guess (make an

“Ansatz” for) a possible functionφ(·) which works

only in specific cases. Since a same objective may

also be reached by using analytically different cost

functions, we shall generalize the problem of solving

the HJB equation (4) by considering a classcε,K(z)

of possible cost functions and, given the dynamics

of the controlled process, i.e. given its generatorLπ,

search for a triple(λ, φ, cε,K) such that (4) holds.

The paper is structured as follows. In the next

section II we describe more precisely our problem

setup with the criteria of optimality in the mean

and almost sure/pathwise optimality (subsection II-

A). In subsection II-B we then present in more

detail the criterion of pathwise optimality recalling

a result that shows under what conditions a control

that is optimal in the mean is also almost surely

optimal. Subsection II-C concerns the bounding of

the controlled state process by a method that can

be related to a random time change. Section III is

mainly dedicated to determine explicitly a control

that is optimal in the mean (subsection III-A) and for

which in subsection III-B it is then shown that it is

also almost sure/pathwise optimal. Subsection III-A

is divided further into subsubsections. In particular, in

III-A.1 we solve an auxiliary HJB equation without

the time change and for polynomialc(z). In III-A.2

it is then shown how the solution for the auxiliary

HJB can be transformed into a solution of the actual

HJB equation.

II. M ODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. The basic setup

We consider a market with a nonrisky asset and

a number of risky assets. The priceBt of the nonrisky

asset evolves according to

dBt = rBtdt (5)

wherer is a fixed spot rate of interest. Letk denote

the number of risky assets. Given a filtered and

complete probability space(Ω,F ,Ft, P ) with P the

“real world probability measure”, the pricesSi
t , i =

1, · · · , k of the risky assets are supposed to evolve

according to a standard lognormal model, namely

dSi
t = µiSi

tdt +
k∑

j=1

σijSi
tdwj

t (i, j = 1, · · · , k)

(6)

with given drift coefficientsµi and a given volatility

matrix σ = {σij}i,j=1,··· ,k that is supposed to be an

invertible matrix and wherewt = (w1
t , · · · , wk

t ) is a

(P,Ft)−Wiener process.

Consider as investment strategy anFt− pre-

dictable process

ϕt = (ϕ0
t , ϕ

1
t , · · · , ϕk

t ) (7)

where ϕ0
t denotes the number of units of the non-

risky asset that are kept in the portfolio at timet

and, analogously,ϕi
t is the number of units of the

i−th asset. Thevalue processcorresponding to this

strategy is then

Xϕ
t = ϕ0

t Bt +
k∑

i=1

ϕi
tS

i
t (8)

and the strategyϕt is said to beself financingif

dXϕ
t = ϕ0

t dBt +
k∑

i=1

ϕi
tdSi

t (9)

It is convenient to represent investment strategies in

terms of the fraction of wealth that is invested in the
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individual assets rather than in terms of number of

units. Putting then

πi
t :=

ϕi
tS

i
t

Xϕ
t

, i = 1, · · · , k; 1−
k∑

i=1

πi
t =

ϕ0
t Bt

Xϕ
t

,

(10)

the wealth process of a self financing strategy, which

we now indicate byXπ
t , can then be represented as

dXπ
t = Xπ

t

(
r +

k∑

i=1

πi
t(µ

i − r)

)
dt

+ Xπ
t

k∑

i=1

k∑

j=1

πi
tσ

ijdwj
t (11)

With obvious meaning of the symbols we may

rewrite (11) in vector notation as

dXπ
t = Xπ

t [(r + π′t(µ− r1))dt + π′tσdwt] . (12)

In what follows we restrict ourselves to strategiesπ

such that (12) has a weak, non-exploding solution. A

precise definition of admissible strategies requires,

however, a further discussion that we postpone to

subsection 2.3.

Next we consider abenchmark (index) process

that we shall view as the value process of a theoret-

ical portfolio consisting of a large number of assets.

Denoting this value process byYt, a standard way

to model its evolution is, by analogy to (12), the

following

dYt = Yt [adt + b′dwt + βdvt] (13)

wherevt is a scalar(P,Ft)−Wiener process, inde-

pendent ofwt. Since the portfolioYt includes also

assets beyond those with pricesSi
t that make up the

actual portfolio with valueXπ
t , thisvt synthetizes the

Wiener processes that drive these additional assets

and are not included inwt.

The benchmark tracking problem now consists

in choosing π∗t such that, possibly,Xπ∗
t ≈ Yt.

Problems of this kind have to some extent already

been studied in the literature and here we refer in

particular to [2]. As in [2] define theratio process

Zπ
t := Xπ

t Y −1
t that, given (12), (13) satisfies by

Ito’s rule

dZπ
t = Zπ

t (r̂ + π′tµ̂) dt

+ Zπ
t (π′tσ − b′) dwt − Zπ

t βdvt (14)

where we have put

r̂ = r − a + b′b + β2 , µ̂ = µ− r1− σb (15)

The problem is now to chooseπ∗t so that, possibly,

Zπ∗
t ≈ 1. One may take as natural instantaneous cost

function (see Proposition 3.8 and Remark 3.9 below

for comments of this choice)

c(zt, πt) = c(zt) = (zt − 1)2 (16)

and let JT (π) be as in (1). Givenε and K with

0 < ε < K < ∞, consider as acceptable values

for Zπ
t those for whichZπ

t ∈ [ε,K] (to this effect

soo also Remark 2.1) and, given a controlπ, define

τ = inf{t ≥ 0 : Zπ
t 6∈ [ε,K]}. Then, one aims at

minimizing the cost functional

µπ = Eπ{Jτ (π)}. (17)

This optimal control problem has been solved in [2];

it turns out that the optimal controlπ∗ is a nonlinear

feedback inZt and, as will be seen below, it does

not depend on the choice ofε andK.

One purpose of this paper is to show that the

optimal controlπ∗ has stronger optimality properties

than just optimality in the mean. To this end we

use the theory ofpathwise optimality, as developed

in [9], and that we will briefly summarize in next

subsection. This theory applies to models for which

the ergodic cost functional

λπ = lim sup
T→∞

1
T

Eπ{JT (π)} (18)

is finite for a reasonable class of strategies. A glance

at equation (14) shows that this is not the case in our

model. If we choose e.g. a constant strategyπt ≡
const., thenZt is a lognormal process; the second

moment ofZt grows exponentially fast in time, and

thereforeλπ = +∞.
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Our approach may be considered as alternative

to the one leading to the cost functional (17). Rather

than stopping the process when it reaches the bound-

ary of [ε,K], we perform a transformation that in

a sense is equivalent to arandom time changeand

whose effect is, roughly speaking, to speed up the

time scale (equivalent to slowing down the process)

as the process gets close to the boundary of[ε,K].

The controlled process̃Zt that is obtained via this

transformation has the following features:

• It takes values, with probability one and for all

t ≥ 0, in the interval[ε,K]. The ergodic cost

functional (18) is, therefore, finite.

• The optimal controlπ∗, as a feedback iñZ, is

the same as for the cost functional (17). In par-

ticular, at least at a formal level, all reasonable

time changes lead to the same optimal feedback.

• In the new time scale the control, which is opti-

mal for the ergodic cost criterion (18), satisfies

the assumptions for pathwise optimality.

Remark 2.1:

i) The above considerations show that, in order

to obtain a solution with the stronger property

of pathwise optimality, one has to restrict the

evolution of Zπ
t to a compact set and in such

a way that this evolution has the required er-

godic properties. The choice of the compact set

[ε,K] is arbitrary. It does not affect the optimal

strategy, but affects the cost criterion and thus

also the optimal value of the cost. The modified

cost criterion has however the same effect as

the original criterion, namely to keep the wealth

process as close as possible to the benchmark

in the sense of the quadratic deviation (a same

objective can in fact be achieved by means of

different cost functions).

ii) From the applied financial point of view the

restriction ofZπ
t to [ε,K] can be interpreted as

restricting the wealth process to a band around

the benchmark, where the width of this band

depends on the magnitude of the benchmark,

namely Xπ
t ∈ [εYt, KYt]. This is financially

meaningful in the sense that no investment

manager will be allowed to choose a strategy

that lets his portfolio deviate too far from the

benchmark; within this class of strategies he will

then choose the one that comes closest to the

benchmark.

We shall calloptimal in the meana solution of

the optimal control problem with the ergodic cost

functional (18). A stronger form of optimality will

be introduced in the next section.

B. Pathwise otimality

In this section we give a short introduction to

pathwise optimality.

Given a measurable spaceU , measurable func-

tions f : IRk ×U → IRk, σ : IRk ×U → IRk×k′ and

a k′-dimensional Brownian motionwt, consider the

controlled stochastic differential equation

dxt = f(xt, ut)dt + σ(xt, ut)dwt,

x0 ∼ µ,
(19)

where µ is a probability onIRk. This equation is

naturally associated to the family of operators

Lu =
1
2

k∑

i,j=1

aij(x, u)
∂2

∂xi∂xj
+

k∑

i=1

fi(x, u)
∂

∂xi
,

(20)

with a(x, u) = σ′(x, u)σ(x, u).
Suppose we fix a nonnegative, measurable

function c : IRk ×U → [0,+∞). We also denote by

C the function spaceC([0, +∞), IRk), endowed with

the topology of uniform convergence on compact

sets, and the associated Borelσ-field. In this section,

we let (Ft)t≥0 be the natural filtration inC.

Definition 2.2: A progressively measurable

functionu : [0, +∞)×C → U is said to be acontrol

if the following conditions hold.

1) There exists a probability measurePu on C
such that for everyf ∈ C2 the process

zt = f(xt)−
∫ t

0

(Lusf)(xs)ds
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is a Pu-local martingale, andPu ◦Π−1
0 = µ.

2) For all t ≥ 0 we have

Jt(u) =
∫ t

0

c(xs, us)ds < +∞ a.s.

Depending on the circumstances, one may re-

strict oneself to a suitable subsetU of the set of all

controls. Elements ofU will be called admissible

controls. Consider a nondecreasing functiong :

[0,+∞) → (0, +∞) such thatlimT→+∞ g(T ) = 0.

Definition 2.3: We say that a controlu∗ ∈ U
is g-optimal a.s. (respectively, in probability) if for

all u ∈ U and for all probability measuresPu,u∗ on

C × C having marginalsPu andPu∗ and such that

Pu,u∗{(x, y) ∈ C × C : x0 6= y0} = 0 (21)

we have

lim
T→+∞

g(T )[JT (u∗)− JT (u)]+ = 0 Pu,u∗-a.s.

(22)

(respectively, in probability with respect toPu,u∗).

Consider the stationaryHamilton - Jacobi -

Bellman equation(SHJB)

inf
u∈U

[Luφ(x) + c(x, u)] = λ, (23)

in the unknowns(φ, λ). We are now ready to state

the basic result on pathwise optimality (see [9]).

Theorem 2.4:Suppose the following condi-

tions hold:

(i) There exists a solution(φ, λ) of (SHJB), with

φ ∈ C2(IRd). The “inf” in (SHJB) is attained

at v = k(x), and the feedbacku∗t = k(xt)

is an admissible control. Moreover, for each

admissible controlu, the processesφ(xt) and
∂φ
∂x (xt)σ(xt, ut) are boundedPu-a.s.

(ii) There exists a constantC > 0 andm > 0 such

that

EP u∗
{[∫ T

0

c(xt, ut) dt

]m}
≤ CTm (24)

for all T > 0.

(iii) Defining q(t) = t1/2g(t), and lettingm be the

same constant as in (ii), one has
∫ +∞

1

qm(t)dt < +∞. (25)

Then the feedbacku∗ is g-optimal a.s.

Remark 2.5:For systems whose state variable

takes values in a compact set, the boundedness

condition for φ(xt) is easily satisfied. This is the

case for the model to which Theorem 2.4 will be

applied. Boundedness of∂φ
∂x (xt)σ(xt, ut), in the case

σ(x, u) depends onu, is more severe if one admits

unbounded controls. This conditions can actually be

weakened (see [9]): the conclusions of Theorem 2.4

hold if we replace boundedness of∂φ
∂x (xt)σ(xt, ut)

by
∥∥∥∥

∂φ

∂x
(xt)σ(xt, ut)

∥∥∥∥
2

≤ C[c(xt, ut) + D] a.s. (26)

for someC, D > 0. Condition (26), however, does

not help if the instantaneous costc(·, ·) is indepen-

dent ofu, as it happens for the cost in (16). For this

reason we will later assume that admissible controls

are a.s. bounded.

C. Bounded controlled processes

(random time change)

We now illustrate the method to transform the

processZt in (14) into a process that takes values in

[ε,K] at all positive times. This method corresponds

to a random time change, and its justification was

discussed in Remark 2.1.

Actually, we shall start out by defining directly

a suitable random time change. For this purpose,

given a strategyπ, let Zπ
t be the process according to

(14). Fix an interval[ε, K] and a continuous function

γ : IR → [0, +∞) such thatγ(z) > 0 for z ∈ (ε, K),

and γ(z) ≡ 0 for z 6∈ (ε,K) (for a specific choice

of such a functionγ(·) see Theorem 3.6 below). As

in section II-A we let, for givenπ, τ = inf{t ≥ 0 :

Zπ
t 6∈ [ε,K]}. Assuming that, with probability one,

Zπ
0 ∈ (ε, K), define, fort < τ

α(t) =
∫ t

0

1
γ2(Zπ

s )
ds. (27)

α is a (random), continuous, strictly increasing func-

tion on [0, τ), thus it admits a continuous inverse
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α−1. The crucial point consists in choosingγ so that

lim
t↑τ

α(t) = +∞ a.s., (28)

which implies that the domain ofα−1 is [0, +∞).

Under condition (28), the process

Zπ,γ
t = Zπ

α−1(t) (29)

is defined for allt ≥ 0, and takes values in(ε, K).

Moreover, it is not hard to show (see e.g. [1], Chapter

5) that

dZπ,γ
t = γ2(Zπ,γ

t )Zπ,γ
t (r̂ + π′tµ̂) dt

+γ(Zπ,γ
t )Zπ,γ

t (π′tσ − b′) dwt

−γ(Zπ,γ
t )Zπ

t βdvt (30)

In terms of formal computations, this means that,

under the time changet → α−1(t), we have

dt → γ2(Zπ,γ
t )dt, dwt → γ(Zπ,γ

t )dwt, dvt →
γ(Zπ,γ

t )dvt. The associated cost functional must be

modified accordingly:

JT (π) =
∫ T

0

c(Zπ
t )dt → Jγ

T (π)

=
∫ T

0

γ2(Zπ,γ
t )c(Zπ,γ

t )dt. (31)

For reasons that will become clear in section

III-A.2 below, it will be convenient to consider,

instead of a fixed instantaneous cost functionc(z),

the entire family of its translatesc(z) − Λ. Here

we simply point out that this translation of the

instantaneous cost produces a simple translation of

JT , but Jγ
T is not transformed in a simple way.

Thus, after the time change, the control problem with

the translated instantaneous cost is not necessarily

equivalent to the one without translation (the optimal

control law will however be seen to be independent

of this translation) .

Condition (28), that is essential for the random

time change to make sense, is a rather delicate one.

It involves relations between the behavior ofγ near

the boundary of[ε,K] and the local time ofZπ
t

(see [3], Section 5.5 for a discussion in a simpler

setting). We prefer here to avoid this problem by

suitably restricting the class of admissible controls as

specified in the following Definition. In what follows,

the time scaling functionγ is assumed to be fixed.

Definition 2.6: A strategyπ is said to bead-

missibleif the following conditions hold:

1) There exists a nonexploding solution to the

martingale problem associated with (30), and

the resulting process takes values in(ε, K)

almost surely.

2) The processπ is bounded almost surely.

3) Jγ
T (π) < +∞ almost surely.

We shall denote byA the set of admissible controls.

Our purpose is to find an admissible strategy

π∗ that minimizes the ergodic cost function

λπ,γ = lim sup
T→+∞

1
T

E{Jγ
T (π)}, (32)

i.e. that it is optimal in the mean and at the same

time is also pathwise optimal in the sense of Theorem

2.4. We shall see, in particular, that the structure of

the HJB equation makes the optimal feedback inde-

pendent of the choice ofγ. Moreover, for a special

choice ofγ, we shall see (see Theorem 3.6 below)

that the optimal feedback is indeed an admissible

strategy in the sense of the above Definition 2.6 and

that it has all desired optimality properties.

III. O PTIMAL SOLUTION

A. Solution for the criterion of optimality in the mean

Consider the cost functional in (3) or (32) that

is of the form of the general infinite-horizon average

cost functional

λπ(z) = lim sup
T→∞

1
T

Eπ,z

{∫ T

0

c(Zπ
t , πt)dt

}
(33)

where z is the initial value of Zπ
t and π is an

admissible control i.e. such that
∫ T

0

c(Zπ
t , πt)dt < ∞ a.s.∀T (34)

Defining

λ∗ := inf
π∈A

{λπ(z) , ∀z} (35)
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the general problem is to findπ∗ such thatλπ∗(z) =

λ∗ for all z.

The main tool for solving this problem is based

on the stationary HJB equation, namely on the fol-

lowing verification theorem. Its simple proof follows

the argument sketched in [4], Sections 11.2.5 and

11.3.4. All steps are rigorously justified by the fact

that the value functionφ is uniformly bounded along

the trajectories ofZπ
t (by definition of admissible

strategy).

Theorem 3.1:Given Zπ
t satisfying (30),π ∈

A, and an instantaneous cost functionc(z, π), let

(φ, λ) with φ ∈ C2 be such that

inf
π

[Lπφ(z) + c(z, π)] = λ (36)

where Lπ is the generator ofZπ
t . Then, with

JT (π) :=
∫ T

0

c(Zπ
t , πt)dt,

i) lim sup
T→∞

1
T

Eπ {JT (π)} ≥ λ

ii) if π(z) := argminπ [Lπφ(z) + c(z, π)] de-

fines an admissible controlπ∗t = π(zt),

then

λ = lim sup
T→∞

1
T

Eπ∗ {JT (π∗)} i.e.

λ = min
π

{
lim sup
T→∞

1
T

Eπ {JT (π)}
}

We shall now apply the above Theorem 3.1 to obtain

a solution, optimal in the mean, for the specific case

of our problem as described in the previous section

II.

For this purpose put

η =
1
2
µ̂′(σσ′)−1µ̂ , δ = r̂ + b′σ−1µ̂ (37)

We shall make the following assumption

Assumption 3.2: i) β2 − 2η + 2δ < 0

ii) 2η − δ 6= 0

Remark 3.3:The somewhat restrictive condi-

tion i) above is introduced to make sure that, for

the costc(z) = (z − 1)2, the corresponding solution

(φ, λ) of (36) is such thatφ is a convex polynomial,

which allows explicit computation of the optimal

control. A more complete discussion on this point

is given in Proposition 3.8.

Assume then also, for the moment, that

for a given function γ(z) there exists a triple

(φ(z), λ, c(z)), where φ(z) ∈ C2, is bounded and

hasφzz(z) > 0, that satisfies, forz ∈ (ε,K),

E(z) := −ηγ2(z) φ2
z(z)

φzz(z) + δzγ2(z)φz(z)

+ 1
2β2z2γ2(z)φzz(z) + c(z)− λ = 0

Generalizing a procedure followed in [2], put

Q(π; z) = 1
2 σ̃πz2γ2(z)φzz(z)

+ zγ2(z)φz(z)(π′µ̂ + r̂) + c(z)− λ
(38)

where we use the shorthand notation

σ̃π =
[
(σ′π − b)′(σ′π − b) + β2

]
. (39)

We then have immediately

Lemma 3.4:For the model of section II the sta-

tionary Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman (SHJB) equation

inf
π∈A

[LπΦ + c] = λ (40)

is equivalent to

inf
π∈A

[Q(π; z)] = 0 (41)

We also have

Lemma 3.5:Under the above assumptions on

φ(z) i.e. φ(z) ∈ C2 bounded and convex and sat-

isfying (38), we have that, for fixedz, the function

Q(π; z) in (38) is a non-negative definite quadratic

form in π. Furthermore, letting

π∗ = −(σσ′)−1µ̂

(
φz(z)

zφzz(z)

)
+ (σ−1)′b (42)

one has

Q(π∗; z) = −η
φ2

z(z)
φzz(z)

γ2(z) + δzγ2(z)φz(z)

+
1
2
β2φzz(z)z2γ2(z) + c(z)− λ = 0 (43)

Proof: For z fixed, Q(·, z) is by definition

a quadratic form inπ. Furthermore, sinceQππ =

z2γ2(z)φzz(z)(σσ′) with σσ′ positive definite and

φ convex, one hasQ ≥ 0.

To verify the second part of the statement, compute

first the coefficients̃σπ and (π′µ̂ + r̂) for π = π∗.
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Putting for simplicityα = φz

φzz

1
z one obtainsσ′π∗ =

−ασ−1µ̂ + b from which

[σ′π∗ − b]′ [σ′π∗ − b] = α2µ̂′(σσ′)−1µ̂ = 2α2η

and thus

σ̃π∗ = 2α2η + β2

Furthermore,

(π∗)′µ̂ + r̂ = −αµ̂′(σσ′)−1µ̂ + b′(σ−1)µ̂ + r̂

= −2αη + δ

Substituting these expressions in (38) one obtains

1
2φzzz

2γ22α2η + 1
2φzzz

2γ2β2

+ φzzγ2(δ − 2αη) + c− λ

= z2γ2φzz

[
φ2

z

φ2
zz

1
z2

]
η + 1

2φzzz
2γ2β2 + φzzγ2δ

− φzzγ2
(

2φz

φzz

1
z η

)
+ c− λ

namely

Q(π∗; z) = −η
φ2

z(z)
φzz(z)

γ2(z) + δzγ2(z)φz(z)

+
1
2
β2z2γ2(z)φzz(z) + c(z)− λ

By the assumption that the pair(φ, λ) satisfies (38)

this then leads to

Q(π∗; z) = 0 , ∀z ∈ (ε,K)

In the next Theorem we make a special choice

for the functionγ(z) and assume thatφ(z) is a sec-

ond order convex polynomial; such aφ will in fact be

shown below (see Proposition 3.8 and Corollary 3.12)

to be a solution to (38) whenc(z) is a second-order

polynomial and this independently of the choice of

γ(z).

Theorem 3.6:Put

γ(z) =
(K − z)(z − ε)

(K − ε)z
(44)

and assume thatφ(z) = Az2 + Bz + C is, for

suitable constantsA > 0, B,C, a solution of (38)

corresponding to the givenγ(z) and a chosen cost

functionc(z), bounded from below. Then the control

π∗ in (42) has the property that

a) it is admissible in the sense of Definition

2.6

b) it satisfies

π∗ = arg inf
π

[LπΦ + c] (45)

and is optimal in the mean for the prob-

lem with state variableZπ,γ
t and with the

ergodic cost functional (32).

Remark 3.7:The optimal controlπ∗ in (42)

does not depend directly on the chosenγ(z); it does

not even depend indirectly onγ since the solution

φ of (38) as well will be shown in III-A.2 to be

independent ofγ.

Proof of the Theorem :To prove a) it suffices

to show that, for the given choice ofγ(z) in (44)

and for π = π∗, equation (30) has a nonexploding

solutionZπ∗,γ
t ∈ [ε, K]. For this purpose assume for

the moment thatZπ∗,γ
t ∈ (ε,K) and define

Ψt = Ψ(Zt) := log
(

Zt − ε

K − Zt

)
(46)

If, after applying Ito’s formula, it can be shown that

Ψt is the unique strong solution of the corresponding

equation, then one has shown that, indeed,

Zt := Z(Ψt) =
KeΨt + ε

1 + eΨt
∈ (ε,K) (47)

To this effect replaceπ by π∗ from (42) in (30).

Recalling the definitions ofη andδ in (37) one then

has

dZt = Zt

[(
δ − 2η − η B

A
1

Zt

)
γ2dt

+
(
− µ̂

σ − µ̂
σ

B
2A

1
Zt

)
γdwt − βγdvt

]

= Zt

[(
C1 + C2

1
Zt

)
γ2dt

+
(
C3 + C4

1
Zt

)
γdwt − βγdvt

]

(48)

with obvious meaning of the shorthand symbols

C1, · · · , C4. Putting

σ2
Ψ = Z2γ2

[(
C3 + C4

1
Z

)2

+ β2

]
(49)
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and noticing that

Z(Ψ) =
KeΨ + ε

1 + eΨ

∂Ψ
∂Z

=
K − ε

(Z − ε)(K − Z)
=

1
γZ

∂2Ψ
∂Z2

=
(K − ε)(2Z −K − ε)

(Z − ε)2(K − Z)2

=
2Z −K − ε

K − ε

1
(γZ)2

by applying Ito’s rule we obtain forΨt the following

equation

dΨ =
{[(

C1 + C2
1
Z

)
γ(Z)

+ 1
2

((
C3 + C4

1
Z

)2 + β2
)

2Z−K−ε
K−ε

]
dt

+
(
C3 + C4

1
Z

)
dwt − βdvt

}
Z=Z(Ψ)

(50)

Since

γ(Z)|Z=Z(Ψ) =
K − ε

KeΨ + ε

eΨ

1 + eΨ

2Z −K − ε

K − ε

∣∣∣∣
Z=Z(Ψ)

=
eΨ − 1
eΨ + 1

(51)

we finally obtain

dΨ =
[
C1

(K − ε)eΨ

(KeΨ + ε)(1 + eΨ)

+C2
(K − ε)eΨ

(KeΨ + ε)2

+
C2

3 + β2

2
eΨ − 1
eΨ + 1

+ (52)

+ C3C4
eΨ − 1

KeΨ + ε

+
C2

4

2
(1 + eΨ)(eΨ − 1)

(KeΨ + ε)2

]
dt+

+
[
C3 + C4

1 + eΨ

KeΨ + ε

]
dwt − βdvt

To verify the existence of a strong solution of this last

equation (52), it suffices to show that the drift and

volatility coefficients have a bounded derivative. For

this purpose it suffices to notice that the derivatives

of all the coefficients are ratios of polynomials in

eΨ. All denominators are different from zero and so

these functions are continuous. In addition it can be

verified that the limits for|Ψ| → ∞ are bounded

implying that the functions themselves are bounded.

Coming to b) notice that by Lemma 3.4 the

(SHJB) can be written as

inf
π

[Q(π; z)] = 0

By Lemma 3.5,Q ≥ 0 and, in particular,Q(π∗; z) =

0, so one has

Q(π∗; z) = inf
π

[Q(π; z)] = 0

and thereforeπ∗ = arg infπ [Q(π; z)].

Furthermore, as will be shown below (see in particu-

lar Corollary 3.17) the triple[(φ, 0); c] solves (SHJB)

for c = cε,K given in (69) below and so the feedback

law π∗ is optimal in the mean.

We have now obtained a control that is optimal

in the mean for the problem of section II under the

assumption that there exists a triple(φ(z), λ, c(z)),

with φ(z) of the form φ(z) = Az2 + Bz + C,

that satisfies (38). The latter is a nonlinear PDE of

the kind arising in continuous-time stochastic control

problems.

Next we shall thus study this equation (38) and

for this purpose we shall associate with it a simpler

equation, obtained from (38) by puttingγ(z) ≡ 1,

i.e.

Ẽ(z) := −η
φ2

z(z)
φzz(z)

+ δzφz(z) +
1
2
β2z2φzz(z)

+ c(z)− λ = 0 (53)

that we shall call theauxiliary equation; we shall

look for solutions for all z ∈ IR. Below, when

studying equations (38) and (53) we shall consider

as solution an entire triple(φ, λ, c). In subsection

III-A.2 we shall show that a solution(φ, λ, c) for

(38) can be obtained rather straightforwardly, once a

solution(φ̃, λ̃, c̃) for (53) has been found and so we

study first the auxiliary equation (53).

In general, the instantaneous cost functionc(z)

is given and in our case, where the purpose is that of

controllingZπ
t such that it stays close to 1, a natural

choice could bec(z) = (z−1)2. Notice however that
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the same purpose can be achieved also with other cost

functions provided that they have a minimal value in

z = 1. In fact, as will be shown in subsection III-

A.2 below, a convenient cost function that allows to

obtain a solution(φ, λ, c) of (38) is more complex

than the simplec(z) = (z − 1)2.

Coming then to (53), notice that it becomes

a polynomial equation wheneverφ(z) and c(z) are

polynomials. In the next subsection III-A.1 we shall

thus study solutions(φ̃, λ̃, c̃) of (53) under the as-

sumption that̃c is a polynomial, bounded from below

and of which we shall then also require that it has

minimal value inz = 1. It turns out (see Proposition

3.8 and its Corollary 3.12) that the only such poly-

nomial is c̃(z) = (z − 1)2 (the correspondingc(z)

to obtain a solution to (38) will however be different

from (z − 1)2 as can be seen from Corollary 3.17

below).

1) Solution of the nonlinear PDE in the poly-

nomial case:We have the following

Proposition 3.8:Let c(z) be a polynomial

function in z of positive degree, i.e.c(z) =
K∑

j=0

cjz
j

with cK > 0.

a) If c is of degree 2 then, modulo a constant

factor, there exists one solution(φ(z), λ) of

(53) with φ(z) a polynomial if and only if

either Assumption 3.2 ii) is satisfiedc1 =

0. If Assumption 3.2 is satisfied then the

solution is unique, and is given by

φ(z) = A(z +B)2 ; λ = −2AηB2 +c0

(54)

where




A =
−c2

β2 + 2δ − 2η

B =
c1

2A(2η − δ)

(55)

If Assumption 3.2 is not satisfied andc1 =

0 then the solutions are still given by (54),

with A as in (55) andB generic. In both

casesφ is convex if and only if assumption

3.2 i) hold

b) If c is of degree larger than 2, then there

exists a solution(φ(z), λ) of (53), with

φ(z) a polynomial, for an open set of values

for the triple of parameters(η, δ, β) if and

only if c(z) has the form

c(z) = cKzK + c0. (56)

In this case the solution is unique and it is

given by

φ(z) = −cK
β2
2 K(K−1)+δK−η K

K−1

zK

λ = c0

(57)

Moreoverφ is convex if and only ifK is

even and the condition, that strengthen 3.2

i),

β2(K − 1)2 + 2δ(K − 1)− 2η < 0

holds.

Remark 3.9:The main consequence of Propo-

sition 3.8 is that polynomials of the formc(z) =

c1(z − 1)2 + c2 are the only polynomials attaining

the minimum value atz = 1 and such that there exists

a corresponding solution(φ(z), λ) of (53) with φ(z)

a convex polynomial.

Remark 3.10:We obtained a solution where

φ(z) is a convex polynomial. No claim is made

that this is the only possible solution. We were

aiming at obtaining a computable solution and for

this purpose we did not fix a priori a cost function

c(z). Since a same objective can be achieved with

different cost functions, we were rather looking for a

suitable triple(c(z), φ(z), λ) with a meaningfulc(z)

that leads to a solution independently of the choice

of the time transformation. In so doing, it turned out

that a second order polynomialc(z) with ensuing

polynomialφ(z) allowed us to achieve this objective.

Remark 3.11:The requirement that a polyno-

mial solution exists for an open set of values for
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the triple of parameters(η, δ, β) is rather natural.

Indeed, in real application, model parameters are only

approximately identified, so that one seeks for results

that holds for ”generic” values of the parameters.

Proof of Proposition 3.8:Since we consider

only polynomial φ(z), its degree must not be less

than 2 in order for the denominator in (53) to be

different from zero. Assuming than that there exists

a solution to (53) withdeg(φ) ≥ 2, all the terms

after the first one in (53) are polynomials implying

that also the first term (inη) has to be a polynomial,

which is equivalent to requiring thatφzz dividesφ2
z.

This is immediately seen to be true ifφ′(z) is of

the simple formφ′(z) = k(z− β)α. Puttingf(z) :=

φ′(z) let us then consider general polynomials

f(z) =
n∏

i=1

(z − βi)αi , βi 6= βj if i 6= j,

where theβi are possibly complex. The ratio
f2

f ′
can

be written as
f

D(log f)
where

log f = log
n∑

i=1

αi log(z − βi).

Therefore,

D log f =
∑

i

αi

z − βi
=

∑
i αi

∏
j 6=i(z − βj)∏

i(z − βi)

and so
f2

f ′
=

∏
i(z − βi)αi+1

∑
i αi

∏
j 6=i(z − βj)

It is immediately seen that, sinceβi 6= βj , none of

the zeroes of the numerator, namelyβj , j = 1, ..., n,

causes the denominator to vanish , but thenf ′ cannot

divide f2.

The only possibility that remains is thereforef =

k(z − β)α.

In this case, modulo additive constants that are irrel-

evant for equation (53),

φ(z) =
k

α + 1
(z − β)α+1 (58)

In other words,φ must be of the form

φ(z) = A(z + B)K .

It is easily seen that with such aφ of generic degree

K ≥ 2, the first term in (53) is a polynomial of

degreeK and therefore, necessarily,deg(c) = K (λ

is a constant). This implies

deg(φ) = deg(c)

After these preliminary considerations we can

now analyze individually the two cases ofdeg(c) = 2

anddeg(c) > 2.

Case a) :With

c(z) = c2z
2 + c1z + c0 and φ(z) = A(z + B)2

equation (53) becomes

−2Aη(z+B)2+δ2zA(z+B)+β2z2A+c(z)−λ = 0.

(59)

This expression has to vanish for all values ofz and

so 



−2ηA + 2δA + β2A + c2 = 0

−4ηAB + 2δAB + c1 = 0

−2ηAB2 + c0 − λ = 0

from where all claims concerning the casedeg(c) =

2 easily follow.

Case b) :With

c(z) =
K∑

j=0

cjz
j and φ = A(z + B)K

equation (53) becomes

− ηA
K

K − 1
(z + B)K + δAKz(z + B)K−1

+
β2AK(K − 1)

2
z2(z + B)K−2 + c− λ = 0

It holds only if all the coefficients vanish.

Consider first this condition for the coefficient

of the term with highest degree

−η
K

K − 1
A + δKA +

β2

2
K(K − 1)A + cK = 0

from which we obtain

A =
−cK

β2

2 K(K − 1) + δK − η K
K−1

12



Concerning the other terms, consider the condi-

tion for the coefficient of the genericj−th term with

j > 0

− ηA
K

K − 1

(
K

j

)
BK−j + δAK

(
K − 1
j − 1

)
BK−j

+
β2

2
AK(K − 1)

(
K − 2
j − 2

)
BK−j + cj = 0

Since we know already the value ofA, from this

equation we obtain forB

B =
(
−cj

{
A

[
−η

K

K − 1

(
K

j

)
+ δK

(
K − 1
j − 1

)

+
β2

2
K(K − 1)

(
K − 2
j − 2

)]}−1
) 1

K−j

(60)

for everyj = 1, ..., K−1. Note that if onecj = 0, the

B = 0. Otherwise the right hand side of (60) must

be independent ofj. This fact can be expressed by a

system of polynomial equations for(η, δ, β) that are

not identities, and that, therefore, cannot be satisfied

in an open set. Thus, the only possibility is thatB =

0 andcj = 0 for j = 1, . . . , K − 1.

Finally, for the constant term there remains the

equationc0 − λ = 0.

To conclude, for the case whendeg(c) > 2 one

can find a solution of (53) and thus of (SHJB) only

if c(z) = cKzK + c0 and the corresponding solution

is given by the pair(φ, λ) in (57).

This Proposition leads immediately to

Corollary 3.12: Given the instantaneous cost

functionc(z) = (z−1)2, under Assumption 3.2 there

exists one and only one solution(φ, λ) to (53) with

φ(z) a polynomial function. More precisely one has

φ(z) = (pz + q)2 with




p =
√
− (β2 + 2δ − 2η)−1

q =

√
− (β2 + 2δ − 2η)

2η − δ

(61)

Furthermore,

λ = 2η
β2 + 2δ − 2η

(2η − δ)2
+ 1 =

δ2 + 2ηβ2

(δ − 2η)2
(62)

Remark 3.13:The result of Corollary 3.12,

combined with Lemma 3.16 below, justifies the as-

sumption made in Theorem 3.6 that there existsφ(z)

of the formφ(z) = Az2 +Bz +C that satisfies (38).

2) Methodology for determining a control that

is optimal in the mean:The main purpose of this

subsection is to show how from a solution of (53)

one obtains a solution of (38) withφ(z) = Az2 +

Bz + C for suitable values ofA > 0, B, C and that

corresponds to an instantaneous cost functionc(z)

having minimal value inz = 1.

We start with the following immediate

Lemma 3.14:If the triple (φ, λ, c) satisfies

(38), the same is true for(φ, λ̃, c̃) with λ̃ = λ+ζ, c̃ =

c + ζ for any real valueζ.

Remark 3.15:This Lemma allows us to trans-

late the values ofc which in turn allows one to obtain

the most convenient problem setup. In particular, one

may choosẽc = c−λ so that̃λ = 0 for which (SHJB)

in (40) becomes

inf
π∈A

[LπΦ + c̃] = 0 (63)

Next we prove

Lemma 3.16:Given the dynamics ofZπ
t as in

(30), whereγ(z) is any sufficiently regular function

of z, let the instantaneous cost functionc(z) have the

form

c(z) = γ2(z) [C(z)− Λ] (64)

whereC(z) is a given function ofz andΛ a suitable

costant. Then the triple

[(φ(z), 0); c(z)] (65)

solves (38) if and only if the triple

[(φ, Λ); C(z)] (66)

solves the auxiliary equation (53).

Proof: “only if” Suppose that[(φ(z), 0); c(z)]

solves (38); it means that we may rewrite this equa-
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tion as :

− ηγ2(z)
φ2

z(z)
φzz(z)

+ δzγ2(z)φz(z)

+
1
2
β2z2γ2(z)φzz(z) + γ2z[C(z)− Λ] = 0. (67)

Dividing by γ2 it follows immediately that

[(φ, Λ); C(z)] solves the auxiliary equation (53).

The “if” part is completely analogous : if the triple

[(φ, Λ); C(z)] solves

−η
φ2

z(z)
φzz(z)

+ δzφz(z) +
1
2
β2z2φzz(z) + c(z) = λ

(68)

then, bringingλ = Λ on the left of the equal sign

and multiplying byγ2, one obtains the statement.

If for our control problem with controlled state

variable Zπ
t as in (30) we have an instantaneous

cost function of the from as in (64), then Lemma

3.16 allows us to search for a triple(φ, λ, c) that

solves (38), by solving (53), i.e. by puttingγ(z) ≡ 1.

Notice that we are allowed to do this only at the level

of the algorithm to obtain a solution to the given

problem. The problem itself looses its meaning for

γ(z) ≡ 1 since then the processZπ
t does not anymore

possess the required ergodic properties as pointed out

in section II-A.

In what follows, we fix the time-scaling func-

tion γ according to (44), and, consequently, the

instantaneous cost according to (64). More precisely,

the instantaneous cost for the time scaled process is

given by

cε,K(z) =
(K − z)2(z − ε)2

(K − ε)2z2

[
(z − 1)2 − Λ

]
(69)

where

Λ =
δ2 + 2ηβ2

(δ − 2η)2
> 0 (70)

with η andδ as given in (37).

Corollary 3.17: Given cε,K(z) as in (69), one

has that the pair(φ, 0), with φ as in Corollary 3.12,

solves (38).

Proof: By Corollary 3.12 we have that(φ, Λ =

λ) with C(z) = (z−1)2 solves the auxiliary equation

(53) . By Lemma 3.16 the triple
[
(φ(z), 0); cε,K(z)

]

then solves (38).

We come now to the main theorem concerning

the control that is optimal in the mean.

Theorem 3.18:Given the control problem with

controlled processZπ
t as in (30) whereγ(z) is chosen

according to (44), the criterion is the ergodic cost

functional (32), and the instantaneous cost function is

a cε,K(z) according to (69). Then, under assumption

3.2, the control

π∗t = −(σσ′)−1µ̂
(2η − 2δ − β2)

(2η − δ)
1
zt

+ (σ−1)′b− (σσ′)−1µ̂ (71)

is optimal in the mean.

Proof: By Corollary 3.17 we have that a solu-

tion to (38) is(φ(z), 0, cε,K(z)), wherecε,K(z) is as

in (44) andφ(z) as in Corollary 3.12 namely of the

form as required in Theorem 3.6 with




A = p2 = (2η − 2δ − β2)−1

B = 2pq = 2(2η − δ)−1

C = q2 =
2η − 2δ − β2

(2η − δ)2

(72)

Since the form assumed here for the functionγ(z) is

the same as that required in Theorem 3.6, we have

that π∗ in (42) is an optimal control where we can

now replaceφz(z) and φzz(z) by their expression

resulting fromφ(z) = Az2+Bz+C with A,B, C as

in (72). Notice that, by assumption 3.2, we haveA >

0 as required. This then leads to (71) thus proving

the Theorem.

To conclude, notice that the triple(φ, λ, c) that

solves (38) in correspondence ofc = cε,K and

φ(z) = Az2 + Bz + C has λ = 0. There is no

contradiction in the fact that the optimal value for the

control problem is zero, since, with the translation by

Λ, the instantaneous cost function can take positive

as well as negative values.
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B. Solution for the criterion of pathwise optimality

In this final section, we show pathwise opi-

mality of the controlπ∗ given in (71). The explicit

knowledge of the solution of (SHJB) makes path-

wise optimality an almost immediate application of

Theorem 2.4.

Theorem 3.19:Under the assumptions of The-

orem 3.18, the control in (71) isg-optimal a.s. for

everyg(·) satisfying condition (iii) in Theorem 2.4.

Proof: We have to verify that conditions (i)

and (ii) in Theorem 2.4 hold. For Condition (i),

observe thatφ is a polynomial of degree two, and

the diffusion coefficient in the state equation (30) is

(γ(z)z (π′σ − b′) , γ(z)z).

Since both state and control are assumed to be

bounded, Condition (i) follows.

Similarly, Condition (ii) follows from the fact

that the instantaneous cost functionγ2(z)(c(z)−Λ)

is continuous inz.
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